
Assignment for learners 
Unit 5 - TV Production  

Scenario  
You have been asked by your local television station to create a new 5-10 minute TV programme pilot with filmed insert. 
The TV programme will be broadcast on the TV station. The TV Station requested that the programme entertain, educate 
and inform in some manor and they have asked for the show on a regular weekly basis so it must be something that can 
be shot mainly within the confines of a Multi-Camera TV Studio. However the show should include a short film element 
filmed on location. 

The local television station has asked you to ensure the project is set up for television broadcast quality but it should be 
also exported in order that the programme can be distributed online on the station’s HD website.  

You are required to therefore make one of the following:  

1. An extract from a live studio based magazine TV programme  
This will be an extract from a studio based television magazine programme about local arts and culture and this 
episode will focus on one or more of the local art galleries, museums, live venues or exhibition centres. The television 
programme will feature presenters in the studio along with content filmed at outdoor locations. The magazine 
programme is aimed at an audience of 16-24 year old people who enjoy local events, music and art. The programme 
must be recorded completely live. 

2. An extract from a live studio & location based TV Soap Opera 

This will be an extract from the first ever episode of the soap opera shot live in studio with a short filmed excerpt 
inserted before, during or after the studio sequence. It should star at least two actors and give an indication of how 
life in this fictional world is played out. It must be a soap set in a local area of the UK. The programme will be aimed 
at an audience of 16-24 year old people who enjoy soap operas. The programme must be recorded completely live. 

3. An extract from a live studio based TV Quiz Show 

This will be an extract from the first ever episode of the TV Quiz show shot live in studio with a short filmed excerpt 
inserted before, during or after the studio sequence. It should feature quiz topics for a mass audience appeal and be 
suitable for broadcast  before the watershed. The format of the show is flexible to the producers. The programme will 
be aimed at a mass audience of 16-80 year old people who enjoy fun quiz shows. The programme must be recorded 
completely live. 

4. An opening from a live studio & location based TV Drama 

This will be an opening pre-titles studio based teaser followed by a title sequence filmed on location and the studio 
based opening scene from the first ever episode of the Drama. It should feature real professional actors and be 
suitable for a mass audience appeal and be suitable for broadcast either before or after the watershed. The format of 
the show is flexible to the producers. The programme will be aimed at a mass audience of 16-80 year old people who 
enjoy gripping TV Drama. The programme must be recorded completely live. 

5. An extract from a live studio & location based TV Comedy 

This will be an extract from the first ever episode of the TV Comedy shot live in studio with a short filmed excerpt 
inserted before, during or after the studio sequence. It should star at least two professional actors and give an 
indication of how life in this fictional world is played out. It must be a TV Comedy set in a local area of the UK. The 
programme will be aimed at an audience of 16-24 year old people who enjoy TV Comedies. The programme must be 
recorded completely live. 

All content produced must be original and produced by you. However, music or audio effects from a copyright-
free source may be used, but must be referenced. 


